Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Groundhog Day/My Team
Rr
Square

Hearts Of Love
Zz
Pink
Week 2

Week 1

Science & Nature

Language

Cognitive Development

Fun Fitness

We will make rainbow ice cubes, Talk

We will make sand castles, find out how

about losing our teeth, try to make

the color pink can be made, use a blower

elephant paste, learn how a rainbow

to blow sand around, make a love lava lamp,

forms in the sky, and watch ripped

and drop candy hearts into baking soda and

paper dissolve in water.

watch what happens.

We will practice tracing the letter Zz,
We will introduce the letter Rr, make a trace a heart, stack & color sort candy
list of Rr words, learn how to say teeth hearts, and try a letter matching

Week 3

We will explore the taste and smells of:
apple, bananas, oranges, cucumbers and
lemons

We will discuss healthy eating, read
"Elmo's Vegetables", learn the signs for

in Spanish, read, "The Tooth Book", and worksheet
review our letter Rr.

"apple" and "banana" and sing the name

We will count our teeth, begin addition

We will do worksheets identifying healthy

We will match hearts by size and color,

song

with teeth counters, identify our colors count hearts, add hearts, and do a heart

and non healthy snacks, work with our

and match shapes

puzzle

counting cubes and puzzles

We will do morning stretches, yoga, walk

We will do our yoga, practice our karate,

on the balance beam, and play freeze tag

crawl through the tunnel and bounce balls

We will practice yoga, try mountain
climbs, parachute fun, practice how to
stretch, and jumping jacks.

We will make groundhogs, a letter Rr

Creative Sides

Nutrition
Review
Triangle

rainbow, glue rice in the shape of the
letter R, make a robot only using square
shapes, and a rain cloud

We will make zebras using the letter Zz,
heart hand prints, a bee using our hands,
and an owl mask

We will make a healthy food collage, finger
paint, make a polar bear and have free art

Community Helpers
Ii
Black
Week 4

We will learn about ice and how it is
made, make colored ice of our own,
discuss the weather and how snow
melts and learn about temperature

We will say our names, say our colors in
Spanish, read " The Crayon Box That
Talked", read "Llama Llama, Red
Pajama" and "Splat The Cat"

We will count police badges, work with
numbers 5-10, match shapes by size
and identify our colors

We will do yoga, jumping jacks,
stretches, parachute play and bean bag
toss

We will paint our own pictures of
community helpers, have free art and
make snow scenes

We will talk about sharing, the

Self Help/Life Skills

importance of brushing our teeth, talk

We will work on putting on our coats, using We will work on using kind words, learn the

We will practice snapping buttons,

about the difference between left and

our manners, sitting nicely at the table and meaning of respect, take turns with our

cutting with scissors, cleaning our

right, practice buttoning our coats, and drinking from big kid cups

friends and try to put our shoes on

faces and washing our hands

using please and thank you

Social Studies

We will trace our letter Rr, practice
brushing away the germs on our teeth,
trace the lower case Rr, and try to do a

We will play with race cars, pretend to be
a dentist, have a puppet show, and play
dress up

We will sing our Good Morning song, learn
a tooth brush rhyme, sing our "ABC's, use
our instruments to dance, and play the

We will discuss community helpers, who
they are and what they do

drums.

letter worksheet

Character Building Blocks

This week we will be working on being

This week we will be working on teamwork We will be working on being honest and

We will be working on generosity and

fair and taking turns

through various group projects

giving to our friends

telling the truth

